
M E G È V E
F R E N C H  A L P S

ocated in the Mont-Blanc region of Haute-Savoie, the village of Megève owes its name to its 
location between two rivers, derived from the Celtic words Mag (house) and Eva (water).

Megève immediately impresses visitors with its calm and timeless authenticity. A bewitching charm 
bathes the narrow streets that lead to the village square and the church steeple with its green 
bronze domes. A profusion of little shops and wooden facades conveys a warm conviviality.

Megève has preserved its classic Savoyard architectural heritage favouring the unique style of the 
traditional mountain village. You only need to open your door onto the village to discover its diversity and 
to fall under its spell.

Generally snow-covered and offering an exceptional panorama of the Alpine massif (Mont-Blanc, the 
Chamonix Aiguilles, the Warrens chain, the Aravis chain and Mont Charvin), the 1483-acre site can be 
enjoyed by visitors on skis, snowmobile, sledge or snow shoes. Or they may just admire the huskies or the polo 
players… or simply contemplate the snow-covered mountains from a table on one of the many terraces, 
like the one of l’Alpage.

Megève has something to offer in each of the four seasons. The majestic winter gives way to a wealth of 
discoveries in the summer, another chance to experience many memorable moments.
In summer, one Megève event follows the next… Exploring 150 km of marked walking trails, springs and 
rivers, cultural treasures, little scenes of paradise with moss, waterfalls and white water, the freshness of 
mellow undergrowth and fragrant spruce forests.

Cloaked in orange and gold, the village of Megève puts on a brilliant show in autumn, with an incomparable 
atmosphere of  sport and leisure.  Take advantage of hiking, biking and horse-back riding in this amazing 
setting where nature shines as if on stage.  Fall in Megève is when this authentic village shows its heritage and 
traditions, encouraging each visitor to find their own adventure. Megève in autumn is truly a magnificent 
way to welcome fall.
There’s no need to look any further for the perfect escape: think, dream and breathe Megève and you 
could become a convert for life.

Prestige and simplicity
come together
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LES CHALETS
DES

FERMES DE MARIE
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Le chalet des Fermes 
5 rooms with 5 bathrooms including a Master 

room • Lounge with a chimney • All equipped 

kitchen • Dining room • Study room • Private 

terrace • Relaxation area: Jacuzzi, sauna, 

massage table and fitness machines

Rates
Le Chalet des Fermes:
Winter: from 3500 to 6600 € 

Summer: from 1700 to 3000 € 
(Rate per night, hotel service included)
Opened all year long

LE CHALET
DES FERMES

n the heart of Les Fermes de Marie hamlet, just a few minutes walk from the centre of 

Megève, Le Chalet des Fermes is rented with hotel services that measure up to such a 

place. Old wood and authentic charm are to be found in this 400 sqm cosy 3-storeys 

chalet, fitted out to welcome up to 10 people.

Touches of leather, furs, warm and contemporary 

fabrics... Here, nothing is left to chance, the refined 

decoration places great emphasis on noble materials. 

The 5 double rooms, with bathrooms, associate in 

a subtle way, yesteryear atmosphere and modern 

comfort. The master room (50sqm), occupies the 

entire first floor and offers a magnificent view of the 

Massif du Jaillet. The main floor is the rendezvous 

for intimate moments: a big lounge with exposed 

beams, a beautiful wooden fireplace, a corner study, 

a bedroom, and an adjoining dining room which 

opens onto a big private terrace. The garden-level 

shelters a private Spa (Jacuzzi, sauna, massage table, 

fitness machine) and the 3 other rooms, with a blue, 

red or orange colour theme have been equipped for 

pure comfort and cosiness... With its private sheltered 

terrace, which relays the dining room for enjoyable 

moments, and its perfectly equipped kitchen, which 

has an eating area, the Chalet des Fermes offers 

various areas to enjoy breakfast and afternoon tea… 

or even a dinner, personalised and concocted by 

our Chef. In the summer, the luxurious surrounding 

countryside invites you to a relaxed rhythm of life in 

total privacy.
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Blessed be the dream...

es Chalets des Fermes de Marie are intended for a clientele seeking intimate moments 
with family or friends, while enjoying high quality hotel services essential to the success of 
their stay.L

The included services
Concierge service and kids concierge • 

Porter • Wi-Fi • Private parking and garage • 

Les Fermes de Marie hotel services • Access 
to Les Fermes de Marie’s Pure Altitude Spa 

• Dedicated governess: cleaning, newspa-

pers, light meals... • Ski room

The optional “at home” services
Shuttle service  • Chef “at home” • Private lunch 

and dinner • Spa treatments and massage

How to get to Megève?
• Airports: Genève-Cointrin (1h), 

Annecy (1h15),  Lyon St-Exupéry (2h)

• SNCF Train stations: Sallanches (15 min), 

Genève TGV (1h), Bellegarde TGV (1h15)

LE CHALET
CHATEL

ocated on the Mont d’Arbois plateau, in the hamlet of Les Choseaux, only a few minutes 

from the centre of Megève, Le Chalet Chatel is the dream destination for a mountain 

holiday with family or friends. L
Le chalet chatel
5 rooms with 5 bathrooms • Lounge with 

chimney • All equipped kitchen • Dining 

room • Private terrace • Relaxation area: 

sauna and massage table • Ski-in/ski-out 

with ski instructor

Tarifs
Le Chalet Chatel:
Winter: from 1000 to 4100 € 

Summer: from 800 à 1600 €
(Rate per night, hotel service included)
Opened all year long

This alpine farm, with indisputable authentic charm 

has been completely and professionally restored. 

Inside, furniture with an ancestral patina finish has 

pride of place in the lounge, dining room and 

five bedrooms, each one of them different. The 

showpiece of the chalet, the lounge, reflects the 

unique atmosphere of the Chalet Chatel. Rich 

details combine with the warmth of the wood: 

old beams, woodwork several hundred years old, 

wooden or baked clay floors are combined with 

sculpted chests, alpine cupboards, credences 

and other farmhouse tables... A harmonious mix 

of tradition and modern style are what gives this 

place its exceptional character.

Pleasure à la carte! 
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